We are one of the renowned manufacturers of:

Special Purpose Machines | Hydraulic Power Pack & Cylinders | Hydraulic Systems & Equipments

Our claim of being better than others is backed by innovative designs, cutting edge technology, excellent track record year after year and trust of our revered customers. Once someone uses our product, it etches in the mind. Our machines commit to the highest industry standards and outputs.

We are the best in the business owing to our reluctance to ignore quality for profits. We are competent and keep ourselves updated with changing technology to serve our customers better. We identify and acknowledge the ups and downs in the economy and market status, therefore we have priced our products considering masses and not just few sectors or individuals.

We boast of a rigid but flexible framework of manufacturing and supply to undertake any possible outage or untoward circumstances. Our growing sales and reputation proves that we have been able to make an identity for our products. Our equipment is time tested, cost-effective, unanimously accepted and applauded. Our products are climate and region independent and that gives them edge over all other manufacturers.

Mr. Vinod Ajnadkar serving as the director of Vedant Engineering Services, has been extremely instrumental in growth of this company. His out-of- the- box ideas and improvisation in difficult situations, added solidity to the continuous growth of the organization.
We are the well known manufacturers of a high quality of products such as the Computerized Horizontal Tensile Testing Machine which is used by the laboratories, material manufacturers and other industries. These products find very accurate measurements and they are very reliable in their readings.

Features:
- PLC Smart Control
- New Design
- Multi-Functions
- High Precision Sensors
- Graphical Display of load and other parameters.
- Light weight, compact size, simple design
- Accurately calibrated
- Easy to operate
- Noise free operation
- Maximum efficiency and accuracy
- Cost-effective

We have developed following horizontal tensile testing machines:
- 100 Ton (1000 kN)
- 120 Ton (1200 kN)
- 150 Ton (1500 kN)
- 200 Ton (2000 kN)
- 75 Ton (750 kN)
- 50 Ton (500 kN)
- 60 Ton (600 kN)
- 2-15 Ton
| **Address** | Plot No. 23/A, Near NMC School, Ambad Village, MIDC, Ambad, Nasik (Maharashtra)- 422010. |
| **Mobile** | 09960000815 / 09420475066 |
| **E-mail** | vedantengg@gmail.com, info@vedantengineering.in |
| **Visit Us At** | www.vedantengineering.in |
| **Online catalog** | www.indiamart.com/vedant-engineering |